REQUEST FOR PHOTOCOPY TO BE PLACED IN SHORT LOAN COLLECTION

The University is entitled under the Copyright and Related Rights Act, 2000 to make reprographic copies of passages from literary, dramatic, musical works and the typographical arrangements of published editions of works for its educational purposes.

To have these included in the Short Loan Collection, they must comply with the following conditions:

1. Each item must have sufficient acknowledgement, i.e. a full citation stating where the item comes from must be included.
2. The quantity shall be not more than 5% of any work* in any calendar year. The copyright holder must grant permission for more than 5% to be used.
3. We will normally only accept one copy of any item. Multiple copies will only be held by the Library where the copyright holder has given permission.
4. Each item must be bound separately.
5. Each item must clearly identify the course(s) or class(es) for whose use the item is intended.

Please read and tick either a or b. Sign the completed form at the bottom.

a. This photocopy constitutes no more than 5% of the original work* from which it is taken.

or

b. This photocopy is more than 5% of the original work* from which it is taken and I have obtained the written permission of the copyright holder to use this amount of material (copy attached).

*Work = book, annual output of a journal, pamphlet etc.

Signature:……………………………………………. Department/School:……………………………………………….

Extension no:……………………………………….. Date:………………………………………………………………..

Source details:

Journal/Book title: ____________________________________________________________

Author:___________________________________________

Year   Pages*   Edition   Vol.   Part

Details: _________________________________________________________________

*Please state total number of pages in the original work if this item is a portion of a book.

PLEASE RETURN FORM TO YOUR SUBJECT LIBRARIAN